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Top Gymnasts in the World Compete in
Montreal - Joined by OGC’s Own Mackenzie
Robinson!

As the WAG 25 hour program ended their practice late on a Tuesday evening, the coaches called all
the girls together. It was time to wish their teammate, Mackenzie Robinson, good luck as she headed
off to join the Jamaican National team at the 2017 FIG Artistic Gymnastics World Championships in
Montreal. It was also moving to see the men’s program come over to join in the best wishes and send
off.
As competitions go, aside from the Olympics, they don’t get much bigger than World Championships.
Eighty countries represented and more than 500 gymnasts competed over the course of the 7 day event.
It is estimated that 50,000 spectators watched the events live and that more than 660 million viewers
followed from around the world.
(Continued on next page…)
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This spectacular event was held between October 2nd and 8th in
the Montreal Olympic Stadium which was constructed for the 1976
Montreal Olympics.
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Mack was nervous as she left practice and headed off to Montreal.
Expectations were that this first trip to World’s would be a learning
experience for Mackenzie, but goals like that never stop our OGC
athletes from putting even higher expectations on themselves.
Many of us told her to take it all in and enjoy the experience. Our
hope was that she could set aside the nerves and really enjoy her
official entry onto the World scene.
It was a bit of a frightening start when Mack unexpectedly found
herself the only representative of the Women’s National Jamaican
team at the competition. Nervous about working with a coach she
did not know very well, and training with girls that she had never
met, Mack showed up for her first practice with a ton of mixed
feelings.
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Her rotation included girls from Denmark and Croatia. She says
they were very nice and could speak a little bit of English. Mack
even told me that the girls cheered each other on and helped each
other when they could. The arrival of her OGC coach, Monica
Covacci, made her feel much better, much more comfortable and
even excited at the prospect of representing her country by herself.
Tuesday, October 4th, marked her debut on the World stage as
Mack competed in the 1st subdivision of 5. Her division included
(Continued on next page…)
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Montreal Worlds (continued)…

athletes from a very strong Great Britain team led
by Amy Tinkler who was the 2016 bronze
medalist on floor at the Rio Olympics.
Mackenzie said that the long wait before
switching events in warm up was a little
frustrating but that it was overshadowed by the
thrill of walking into the stadium and waving
when they introduced her
country, Jamaica.
Back in Oakville, her team,
including her sister Bree,
tried in vain to find a live
stream to watch Mack
during their practice. A
FaceTime video of
Mackenzie performing her
bar routine would have to
do until after the event.
Mack ended the day with 4
solid routines. Although she
fell short of qualifying for
finals, it was exciting to see
her perform so well under,
what had to be, enormous
pressure. What fun for her
as well; signing autographs and taking pictures
with young fans!

“I feel absolutely amazing about my
performance. I don’t think I would change
anything. Even though every part of it wasn’t
perfect, I learned so much and had a great time”
~ Mackenzie Robinson
Thursday, October 5th was the beginning of
World Finals. The Men’s Individual All-Around
was first. Sadly, we were unable to attend the
event that saw Xiao Ruoteng and Lin Chaopan of
China take the Gold and Silver medals
respectively and Kenzo Shirai of Japan take the
bronze. Superman, Kohei Uchimura of Japan,
injured himself in qualifications and was unable
to compete. Xiao Ruoteng was solid on every
event. His teammate, Lin Chaopan, laid out an
incredible high bar routine that whipped the
crowd into a frenzy and Kenzo was spectacular
on floor, finishing a full point ahead of the 2nd
place floor routine.
The Women’s Individual AllAround finals took place on
October 6th. The esplanade
around the stadium was
packed with people
enjoying food and drink
from food trucks and
listening to music. The
stadium itself was packed
with young gymnasts, their
parents and fans of the
sport. The WAG Individual
All-Around Competition
started with a very loud
countdown, a lovely
performance by Cirque du
Soleil and an introduction of
the event spokesperson,
Nadia Comaneci. The crowd was loud and
ready to watch some great performances.
(Continued on next page…)
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It did not take long to notice that the event
favourite, Ragan Smith of the United States, was
not warming up on any event. Sadly she had
injured herself during vault warm up that day.
Although my daughter, Sydney, was sad to not
see Ragan compete, the competition did not
disappoint.

0.101 out of first place. Even so, Ellie’s Silver is
the first Canadian Individual All-Around Medal
for Canada at a World Championship.
The adorable Morgan Hurd of the United States
won Gold and Elena Eremina of Russia won
bronze. Canada’s Brooklyn Moors was awarded
the Longines Award for Elegance as was men’s
gymnast, Kenzo Shirai of Japan.

Canada’s own, Elsabeth “Ellie” Black, brought
down the house! Ellie and Morgan Hurd of the
United States put on quite a show. By the third
rotation, the roar from the crowd whenever Ellie
and Morgan began an event was deafening. I
have no idea how the other competitors were
able to compete or even hear their floor music.
When Ellie finished her last event (floor), the
crowd exploded into huge applause and a
standing ovation. We knew we were watching
history. The hope was for Gold but Ellie was just

When Sydney and I arrived at the stadium on
Saturday for the first day of event finals we knew
it would be next to impossible to duplicate the
excitement from the WAG All-Around the night
before. Competition was fierce though. For the
women, it was Uneven Bars and Vault. For the
men, it was Rings, Floor and Pommel Horse.
Sunday’s event finals were Beam and Floor for
the women and Parallel Bars, Vault and the High
Bar for the men.
There was simply no competition on Men’s
Floor. Kenzo Shirai of Japan came out with the
most difficult floor routine. He didn’t need to be
clean. He just had to land each skill to win.
Kenzo gave the crowd reason to cheer as loud as
(Continued on next page…)
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Montreal Worlds (continued)…
it had for the Women’s All-Around. He did an
amazing floor routine including a quadruple
twist that left everyone stunned and counting the
number of twists on the replay over and over
again.

Uneven Bars went to Fan Yilin of China. It was
heartbreak for Ashton Locklear of the United
States when she fell from bars not long after a
bad form break earlier in the routine. Nina
Derwael of Belgium took Bronze competing a
unique move that was submitted for naming
consideration.
Gymnasts may submit new skills to the FIG
Technical Committee. Once they complete the
skill in a World or Olympic competition (with no
major deduction,) that skill can be named after
them. Nine original elements were submitted at
this year’s World Championships. Both Nina
Derwael and Georgia Mae-Fenton submitted the
same bar element for consideration and both
successfully competed the element in
qualifications. In this case, the element will be
named after both athletes in alphabetical order.
Max Whitlock of Great Britain took the Gold in
Pommel Horse in Event Finals and David
Belyavskiy from Russia, who had an incredible
competition, earned Silver.

No surprise on Rings either. The 2016 Rio
Olympic’s Gold Medalist on Rings, Eleftherios
Petrounias of Greece, took Gold. Samir Ait Said
of France placed 4th and was loudly cheered by
the crowd. Few of us will forget the frightening
video of his Rio Olympic vault ending with a
badly bent and broken leg. It was thought to be
a career ending injury but Samir has fought his
way back and is back to form, competing at the
World level.

Men’s Vault was very exciting. Kenzo Shirai,
performing a vault first performed by and named
for himself, won the Gold with every gymnast’s
dream “stuck” landing. Kim Hansol of Korea had

On Women’s Vault it was Russian Maria Paseaka
who took the Gold while the incredible Oksana
Chusovitina came in 5th place. Oksana is 42
years old and has competed in 7 Olympics. She
is the oldest female gymnast in history and it is
rumored that an 8th Olympics may not be out of
the picture for Oksana.
(Continued on next page…)
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Montreal Worlds (continued)…
the crowd smiling with his reaction to winning
the bronze medal in this event. He was so
excited, literally jumping for joy and hugging
everyone. The gymnasts are usually so poised
and so professional that we tend to forget how
young some of them really are.
Women’s Floor was spectacular. Claudia
Fragapane of Gt. Britain surprised everyone with
a 3rd place finish. Jade Carey of the United
States came 2nd with a routine packed full of
difficulty but just a little short on artistry. The
show stopper was Mai Murakami from Japan.
Her floor routine was dramatic and beautiful and
also had the highest degree of difficulty. All
weekend long Mai put on a show. She was
elegant, dramatic, tight and clean. She gained a
ton of fans, including my daughter who was
thrilled to meet her after the competition. Sadly
the last competitor, Vanessa Ferrari, could not
complete her routine after tearing her achilles
tendon on a tumbling pass.
Being a WAG parent and my daughter being a
WAG athlete, we were not sure if we would
enjoy watching men’s gymnastics but we loved

it! The athletes were so charismatic and the
routines were phenomenal! The High Bar was
the highlight of Sunday’s events and was rightly
the closing event of World Championships. Tin
Srbic of Croatia took the Gold but it was Epke
Zonderland (NED) that ignited the crowd when
he lost his grip during a release move and
somehow managed to hold on with one hand
and complete his routine. The look on his
teammate’s face was priceless. Epke earned the
Silver medal, while his teammate, Bart Deurloo,
took the bronze.
The entire competition was so exciting to watch
and we weren’t the only ones from OGC in
attendance. During the course of the weekend
we bumped into a few OGC athletes and their
parents and heard about other OGC athletes who
were also somewhere in the stands.
Great performances, big breakthroughs,
unfortunate injuries, tremendous saves and
athletes and fans proudly and loudly displaying
their passion for the sport of gymnastics made
this event one that we will not forget for a very
long time. It was definitely well worth the long
drive to Montreal!
–Kim Nash
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OGC Tumblers Head to Sofia, Bulgaria
From November 16 to November 19th — Tumblers Emily, Ben and
Helen will represent OGC as well as Canada at the 2017 World Age
Group Championships in Sophia, Bulgaria.
Ben Rykba is the top boy in the 15-16 Men’s Tumbling division and
one of only two boys in Canada to meet the high standards for
difficulty and execution in tumbling.
Emilly Harrison and Helen Dong both secured themselves spots on
the Canadian Age Group Team in the 13-14 Girls Tumbling division.
World Age Group Championships is the most well attended event for
tumblers hosted by the International Gymnastics Federation and is
where the world’s superstars first step out on the world stage. Good
luck to our OGC Tumblers!

Emily

Ben

Helen
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OCG Acro Gymnasts at the 2017 Pan
American Championships – A Story of Firsts

Ever since it was announced that Gymnastics
Canada would be sending its first official
nationally selected team to the 2017 Pan Am
Acrobatic Gymnastics Championships in
Daytona, the excitement in the air at OGC has
been palpable. Canada was well represented at
the 2015 Pan Am Games by a women’s pair from
Calgary who brought home silver, but for a
gymnastics discipline that is still relatively
unknown in Canada, the announcement was a
huge and important step in gaining wider
national recognition for the sport.
Led by their coaches, Greg Boosey and Scott
Middleton, the OGC acro team seized the
opportunity and qualified 18 athletes (7
partnerships) out of the 22 athletes selected to be
on Team Canada. If you had the opportunity to
catch a glimpse of them training in the lead up to
the games, you would know that not a single
minute was wasted. The stage had been set and
this was their shot to help put Canada on the
map. Returning from the games on October 16
with a final medal count of 7 (6 from OGC
partnerships) and impressive scores across the
board, they did not disappoint.

competing at the Pan Am Games. They
showcased not only tremendous athleticism, but
also the ability to handle the unexpected like
true professionals. This pair is always a crowdpleaser and with their high energy dynamic
routine set to Dion’s 1960’s classic, Runaround
Sue, they achieved an impressive score in finals
of 26.25, earning them the gold.
Mixed Pair 11-16 – Theo Rots-Chan and Mila
DiSalle are OGC’s highest level mixed pair and
with their incredibly moving performances, they
never fail to make an audience swoon. The Pan
Am games were no exception. This powerful duo
remained consistent throughout the preliminary
rounds and with the pressure on during finals,
they didn’t falter for a second. They achieved a
score of 26.3 in finals, bringing home the second
gold of the day for Canada.
Women’s Group 11-16 – Piper Lafayette,
Cassandra Larner, and Lola Gray of OGC did
Canada proud by bringing our medal tally up to
three. This dynamic trio made their Pan Am debut

For those who missed the live webcasts, here’s
what went down:
Men’s Pair 11-16 – OGC’s Max Hendershot and
Kristian Diana were Canada’s first men's pair

(Continued on next page…)
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Pan American Championships (continued)…

with three outstanding performances, proving to
all that they are a force to be reckoned with.
Consistent and confident throughout, this trio
won a well-deserved bronze with a final score of
26.25, just 0.15 shy of second place.
Women’s Pair 12-18 – When OGC’s Juliana
Summers and Mikaela Pingol step onto the floor,
they command the room. This pair is no stranger
to international competitions and that confidence
and professionalism showed. Facing stiff
competition from the USA teams, the girls
climbed their way to second place in the finals
with a combined routine showcasing unique
choreography and extraordinary strength and
balance. With a final score of 25.97, a silver
medal was won for Canada.

Women’s Group 12-18 – OGC sent two trios to
compete in this category. The first, Kiana Wilson,
Ashlee Chan, and Kiara Kacvinsky, are always
beautiful to watch. The height this trio reached
during their dynamic throws was breathtaking
and their execution made it all look effortless.

(Continued on next page…)
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onto the podium with a well-deserved bronze
medal and a final score of 25.95.
Junior Women’s Group 13-19 – The highest level
partnership Canada sent to the games is
comprised of OGC’s Alexandra D’Souza, Erin
Oswald, and Charlotte Penner. This partnership is
fierce. The junior and senior categories are
always widely anticipated and unsurprisingly,
OGC’s junior trio blew them all away. Performing
a new and achingly beautiful dynamic routine to
Sia’s modern remake of California Dreamin’,
these girls captivated their audience. They went
on to achieve the highest Canadian score of the
day on Saturday (28.17) for their rock solid

This trio obtained the highest dynamic score in
their category (27.1) and finished in 4th place
overall.
OGC’s other 12-18 trio consists of Ally
Swanepoel, Emma Shemko, and Ally Attard. This
powerhouse trio has been together for a couple
of years now and the level of trust and innate
knowledge of one another’s movements that can
only come with time, shone through during their
routines. This trio is a true testament to the adage
that hard work pays off. Their scores continued to
improve throughout the preliminary rounds and
they ended strong reaching their highest score of
the competition when it mattered most - finals.
Their final combined routine propelled them
(Continued on next page…)
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new Canadian high scores, and many were the
first in their respective categories to represent
Canada at the games. With the ongoing support
of their passionate and dedicated coaches, these
athletes have made their club, community and
their country, enormously proud. This is an
inspiring story of firsts and for the OGC Acro
team, it is just the beginning.
–Stephanie Clendenning

balance routine and ended the competition by
bringing in Canada’s third and final gold medal.
For Canada’s first nationally selected Pan Am
Acro team, expectations have been surpassed
and the bar has been raised. These immensely
talented young athletes won Canada’s first gold
and bronze medals at the games. They reached

*Note: In the women’s pair 11-16 category, Ava
Gokiert and Evelina Merkulov of Calgary Acro
brought home a bronze medal for Canada and
Karyzza Guillermo and Nikki Krigos of
Gymnastics Mississauga came in 5th with a final
score of 25.5.
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Impact of Volunteering Recognized

Over the years, there are several faces that we
have all come to expect to see upon entering the
OGC. There's Agnes behind the desk, expertly
managing the daily operations. There's Sonny,
here, there and everywhere, trying to keep up
with the unending chaos left behind by hundreds
of children, and there's Wayne in his office,
working away behind the scenes. Then there's
one more face that has become synonymous
with the club; it's that of Lisa Doran, who has
logged more hours on the couches and in the
club over the years than any other parent at
OGC. And she isn't just watching her daughter
or enjoying a coffee and chat with the other
parents. Lisa is generally there in some sort of
volunteer capacity, donating her time and
expertise for the benefit of every child who steps
onto that gym floor.

Her passion and commitment to the sport of
gymnastics and our club in particular, began
when she herself was an Antoinette at the small
Oakville gym that has grown into the present day
OGC. It continued to grow as her daughter
Kathryn worked her way through the WAG ranks
from pre-comp to NCAA scholarship recipient.
Every step of the way, Lisa has supported the
club and the sport in any and every way that she
was able.
Like all of the competitive parents, she has
participated in Bingos, gym cleans and chocolate
fundraisers over the years. She has helped out in
the office, measured athletes for suits,
maintained the WAG bulletin board and blog
and done all of those other general volunteer
(Continued on next page…)
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Director, hosting meets on behalf of WAG, MAG
and Tramp and Tumbling. Under her direction,
OGC has hosted tour selection training camps,
WAG Qualifiers and Championships at the
Provincial and National levels, an Elite Canada
event and a WAG World Championship
Qualifier. Each of these individual events
required approximately 120 hours of volunteer
time that she happily donated and never even
bothered to tally. Each of these events was a
resounding success.
In addition to her time spent as the Meet
Director, from 2009-2017, Lisa served on the
Board as the Treasurer, Vice Chair and as an
Executive Committee Member. Although her
daughter has now left the club to pursue her post
secondary education with a gymnastics
scholarship in the US, Lisa continues to
volunteer her time and provide her expertise to
the Board as a community member and advisor.

tasks we are all familiar with. But more
importantly, she has repeatedly taken on the
bigger jobs that others back away from in order
to help all of our athletes and families get the
most out of their gymnastics experience.
Lisa began shadowing the Meet Director in her
earlier years at the club in order to learn how to
host a meet. She consistently refined those skills
and earned an outstanding reputation as a Meet
Director for herself while bringing the club
numerous accolades from the gymnastics
community at large.
In 2009, Lisa joined the Oakville Gymnastics
Club Board of Directors and became the Meet

It is also important to note that Lisa was
instrumental in organizing team travel over the
years for the WAG program, both for
international meets and those within Canada even when her own athlete did not attend! She
offered this assistance solely for the benefit of the
WAG families who were involved. Her support
of the WAG team continued as she led
fundraising initiatives for these and other events
to help insure the costs associated with such
meets did not prohibit any of our eligible athletes
from being able to compete.
In recognition of her outstanding passion,
commitment and dedication to the sport of
gymnastics and to the Oakville Gymnastics Club,
Lisa was awarded the 10th Anniversary Sport
Oakville Volunteer Award on October 22nd and
(Continued on next page…)
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the 2017 Lil Babineau Club Builder Award from
Gymnastics Ontario on October 21st.
These awards were created to recognize
extraordinary volunteerism at the club level and
were intended to be presented to a highly
involved volunteer who has repeatedly gone
above and beyond the exceptional in either
length of service or extraordinary effort. In light
of all her contributions over the years, it is no
surprise that Lisa was selected to receive these
awards in acknowledgement of her many years
of service and contribution to the many
successes of the Oakville Gymnastics Club. On
behalf of all of those who have benefited from
your involvement with this club, "Thank you,
Lisa!”
–Cheska Jackson
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Meet the Gymnast - Sylvia Clare Yodkerepaurai
Thai Boxing is his
National sport and a
way of life. He is
involved at the
International level and
will be coaching at the
next Pan Am games!
Hence it comes as no
surprise that Sylvia
Clare excels in
athletics.

Coming from a family with a long history in
competitive sports, it’s no wonder that Sylvia
Clare feels right at home when training within
the walls of the Oakville Gymnastics Club. Two
words come to mind when watching her in the
gym – Focus and Determination.
Sylvia Clare is an extraordinary 7 year-old
athlete. She has been flipping, swinging and
climbing since she was introduced to Parent and
Tot at OGC at 18 months old. At three, she
joined the competitive stream WAG program.
She has grown up with her father as an athletic
role model. Ajahn Suchart, Sylvia Clare’s father,
has been in professional sport for over 50 years.

Training 18 hours a
week and working on
her Level 6 routines
doesn’t faze Sylvia
Clare in the least. In
fact, when asked if she
would like to do more
gymnastics, she didn’t
hesitate to say, “Yes! – I
would want to spend
all my time here!” A
recurring theme that
kept coming back
during the interview was that gymnastics was “so
much FUN.” “It’s just FUN, you get to learn stuff,
like bars, floor, vault and beam”. Her favourite
apparatus is bars. She LOVES doing ‘kip-castsquat-on-back-hip circle-under-swing’. What a
mouth full, but when on bars, she makes it look
so easy!
Sylvia Clare is very fond of her coach, April
Chappell, and her team. ‘Syl’, as coach April
refers to her warmly, knows she has had lots of
support along the way. Being with her current
teammates since the age of four, the special bond
between these girls is just amazing! There's
(Continued on next page…)
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Meet the Gymnast (continued)…
forward to working hard on her kip to handstand
and free hip on bars and perfecting her tumbling
line (round off, back handspring, back tuck) on
floor. Sylvia Clare’s advice for aspiring gymnasts
is “try hard, don’t be mad if you can’t do
something, listen to your coach, stay focused”,
and last but not least, “practice, practice,
practice!”

endless cheering for each other when working on
new skills and routines, and they have connected
outside of the gym as well, celebrating birthdays,
making tie-dye pillows, swimming, having water
fights and all sorts of outdoor fun!
In the gym or out, Sylvia Clare’s thirst for
learning and trying new things is front and
center. In describing Sylvia Clare, coach April
says, “her desire to master new skills is truly an
inspiration to everyone in the group including
myself. When she gets a new skill, she celebrates
like she just got the best Christmas present every
time. "I did it, I DID IT!!!"
At home, Sylvia Clare enjoys doing crafts such
as sewing, knitting and painting. This summer
when she wasn’t at the cottage playing with her
cousins, she spent some time learning to rock
climb! “Rock climbing is fun. I like getting to
learn more new stuff”, she added .

How does she do it all? Her mom sees Sylvia
Clare as having incredible determination.
“’Come on me!’ she chants when pushing herself
to achieve a physical task”, recounts her mom.
“She has great mental strength”. In addition to
talking herself through challenges she is truly
fearless, trusts her coach, takes risks and just
goes for it!
According to coach April, Sylvia Clare ends
each practice with,” ‘That was the best
gymnastics day ever!’ Because for her, every
gymnastics day is the best. And she really means
it. She loves the gym and even though she is only
seven years old, she is always focused and
working hard to be the best gymnast she can
be”.
—Ann-Sophie Spooner

Sylvia Clare already has many gymnastic
achievements, to mark her young career.
However, two that stand out for her are getting
her kip on bars and just recently, getting her back
walkover on the high beam.
One of Sylvia Clare’s goals is doing well at her
competitions (level 6) this year. She looks
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Growing and Athlete:
Elite Gymnasts are Kids Too!

As a parent, we all feel pride when our children
are successful, and success translates into all
aspects of life, not just at the gym. For many
young elite athletes, it can be an arduous task to
balance school, training and just being a kid. It is
easy to get caught up in the schedule of training,
but life for an elite athlete involves balancing all
aspects of their life. This balance can be quite
delicate and difficult to manage at times. The
need to train and still accomplish day to day
school work can interfere with eating proper
meals and getting a good night's sleep. Add to
this the importance of friendships and having
time to just be a kid, and it can be quite the
conundrum to balance it all. So how do we do
it?

First and foremost, a good night's sleep and
proper nutrition go a long way toward having a
healthy athlete. A good night's sleep helps our
body to re-energize and rest, and for athletes, a
time for their body to repair and recover after
training. One thing to keep in mind is whether
your child is getting enough sleep, and whether it
is restful sleep. Adolescent and teenage age
children who are athletes should be getting 9 to
10 hours of sleep each night, and younger
children at least 10 hours of sleep1. Limiting
electronic devices before bedtime and giving
your child some time to wind down before
sleeping can help them to get a more restful
sleep. If you are unsure if your child is getting
enough sleep a good test is this: if your child falls
asleep within 20 minutes of laying down and can
wake up without an alarm, they are getting
enough, but if they fall asleep as soon as they lay
down and have a hard time waking up in the
morning, this is a sign they are not getting
enough sleep.

Proper nutrition provides the energy and
nutrients to ensure our young athletes are healthy
(Continued on next page…)
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Growing An Athlete (continued)…

and growing strong. For an athlete, good
nutrition not only involves eating a wellbalanced healthy meal, but also ensuring that
they are eating enough too. With more extensive
training comes more energy being expended and
therefore more energy intake being needed. If
you are unsure of whether your child is eating all
the food they need, or eating a well-rounded
diet, I highly recommend speaking with a
dietician or nutritionist who specializes in elite
athletes.

Third, every child needs to be a “kid” and have
some time to play and be with friends outside the
gym. This can be a particularly difficult aspect of
a young athlete’s life to manage, and probably
the one aspect that gets limited the most.
However, it is important for a child to socialize,
and just play and have some fun for their overall
development. While training with other athletes
who are of a similar mind set provides a portion
of socialization for a young athlete, training is a
focused and disciplined activity. Making time for
your young athlete to go to a birthday party, have
a sleepover or playdate, or to join a club at
school are just a few ideas on ways your child
can be involved in something fun outside of
training. Remember elite athletes are kids too, so
having time to just play, be “goofy” and have fun,
is important too!
–Dr. Christina McGlashan
1https://www.verywell.com/sleep-deprivation-

and-athletes-3119144

Secondly, school is a must and succeeding in
school for an athlete means having a great
support system at home as well as at school.
Speaking with your child’s teacher about their
training demands can go a long way toward
helping your child succeed in the classroom as
they can help to adjust homework and exam
schedules for your child. In addition, having an
organized schedule that ensures your child is
keeping up with their homework and developing
good study habits will help to reduce stress and
potentially avoid panic over a last minute
forgotten assignment or project.
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OGC’s Board of Directors
Past President

Cathy Brasil

Chair

Shelley Gronski (MAG and WAG)

Vice-Chair

Daryl Ralph (MAG)

Secretary

Miriam Weerasooriya (ACRO)

Treasurer

Nikki Ferreira (TUM)

Community Member

Lisa Doran

Additional Board Members
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Ceconi, Mark Lister, Lisa Montenegro

OGC’s Management Team
Chief Executive Oﬃcer

Wayne Hussey

Club Administrator

Agnes Jankura (905) 847-7747 x10

Recreational Program Director

Karinda Isaacs

Competitive coaching representative

Don Holmes

Competitive coaching representative

Jason Haid

Competitive coaching representative

April Chappell

Competitive coaching representative

Scott Middleton

OGC’s coaching staﬀ
WAG (Women’s Artistic Gymnastics)

Lorne Bobkin, Monica Covacci, April Chappell, Scott
McFarlane, Candice Feinrip, Annika Janssen,
Cassidy Vollmer, Staci Carvalho, Micayah Coutinho,
Irena Nechaevski (Choreographer)

MAG (Men’s Artistic Gymnastics)

Greg Jackson, Jason Haid, Dave Harris, Keenan
Beaumont, McKenna Murray, Oliver Ralph

TUM (Tumbling)

Don Holmes, Niki Lavoie, Marat Khakimov, Rob Wilson

ACRO (Acrobatic Gymnastics)

Greg Boosey, Scott Middleton, Don Holmes, Alyssa
Belford, Tessa Chiricosta

RECREATIONAL Gymnastics

Karinda Isaacs (Director), Lauren Cohen (Manager)
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MANY THANKS TO OUR OGC SPONSORS AND PARTNERS FOR THEIR
CONTINUED AND VALUED SUPPORT

FAST TRACK EDITORIAL TEAM
Fast Track Manager: Heidi Rampersad
Layout & Design: Gary Mark
Copy Editing: Cheska Jackson
Photo and Image sourcing: Nada Husseini, Inka Ellenbrand, Gymnastics Canada/Grace Chiu
Contributing writers: Kim Hughes, Stephanie Clendenning, Christina McGlashan, Ann-Sophie
Spooner, Cheska Jackson.
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